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Create learning programs in minutes, not months

Business is moving faster than ever. Create courses that stay 

one step ahead with our collaborative authoring tool. Any format, 

assessment, or subject-matter expert is a click away.

Collaborative authoring tool

Video and screen recording

10+ question types

Content integrations

Learn from the people who know your business best Discussion forum

Reactions

Relevance Score

Gamification

Mobile app

Scale adoption with relevant, personalized learning Nested groups

User roles

Dashboards

Programs and sessions

There’s a war for attention and top-down corporate learning is 

losing. People-driven, collaborative experiences are winning. Watch 

your course completion rates soar when you connect learners with 

subject-matter experts. 

Training that isn’t adapted and personalized will go unused. Scale 

adoption of your learning programs by empowering team managers 

and leaders to be learning champions. 

Ignite culture and growth 
with Collaborative Learning 
Learning is at the heart of high-performing teams. But with business changing 

faster than ever, L&D teams can’t keep up. 360Learning combines collaborative 

tools with the power of an LMS so you can enable your team to succeed with 

relevant training at scale–no matter what changes come your way. 
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There’s a war for attention and top-down corporate learning is losing. 
People-driven, collaborative experiences are winning. Watch your 
course completion rates soar when you connect learners with 
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Automate the L&D busywork in a few clicks

While you’re bogged down in admin tasks, your trainings are 
collecting dust. Tap into the power of automation to take care of the 
busywork and enable you to deliver personalized, relevant training to 
learners at scale. 

Upskill from within with 
collaborative learning 
Learning is at the heart of high-performing teams. But with business 
changing faster than ever, L&D teams can’t keep up. 

360Learning enables companies to upskill from within by turning 
their experts into champions for employee, customer, and partner 
growth-no matter what changes come your way. 



Collaborative Learning makes all the difference

  
Minutes to  

Create a Course 
Conventional eLearning takes 

3-6 months to develop

91%  
Average Course 

Completion
Traditional LMSs report  

20% course completion rates

95%  
Relevance  

Score
Legacy eLearning becomes out-
of-date and irrelevant in months

<17

Get your demo today at contact@360learning.com

Employee onboarding • Sales enablement • Software training •  

Leadership and development • Customer training  • Partner enablement • 

Frontline staff training  • Compliance training

Address all your L&D use cases—from one single place
 

360Learning is the only platform that lets L&D 

operate at the speed of business. We deliver 

training programs and address constantly 

changing business needs at a much faster pace.

Kristin Trujeque 
Director of Learning & Development 230 reviews


